
VIEW

mobile screens

1. Frame colour available in white or silver.

2. Each screen is supplied with two end trims. 

3. Screens are non-linking.

4. Straight screens supplied with two castor feet. 

5. Curved screens supplied with two castor feet and one
mid castor foot. 

6. Part glazed and dry wipe starts 898mm from floor.   

7.  Metal “Letter Box” mesh is only available in 50mm 
thick straight screen.   

8. Screen height includes height of feet.

9. Squiggle Glass screens are magnetic as standard and are   
available in any RAL colour, please specify on order.

10. Double Squiggle Glass screens can be specified in
matching or differing Squiggle glass colours. 

height width code finish 

1800 1000

V3(V5)/18.10A fabric band A
V3(V5)/18.10B fabric band B
V3(V5)/18.10AP fabric A pinnable 
V3(V5)/18.10BP fabric B pinnable

V3(V5)/18.10PGAWF part white frosted glazed band A
V3(V5)/18.10PGBWF part white frosted glazed band B
V3(V5)/18.10FGWF full white frosted glazed 
V3(V5)/18.10PDA part dry wipe band A
V3(V5)/18.10PDB part dry wipe band B
V3(V5)/18.10FD full dry wipe

V3(V5)/18.10PMDA part magnetic dry wipe band A
V3(V5)/18.10PMDB part magnetic dry wipe band B
V3(V5)/18.10FMD full magnetic dry wipe

V5/18.10SM metal “letter box” mesh 

1800 1200

V3(V5)/18.12A fabric band A
V3(V5)/18.12B fabric band B
V3(V5)/18.12AP fabric A pinnable 
V3(V5)/18.12BP fabric B pinnable

V3(V5)/18.12PGAWF part white frosted glazed band A
V3(V5)/18.12PGBWF part white frosted glazed band B
V3(V5)/18.12FGWF full white frosted glazed 
V3(V5)/18.12PDA part dry wipe band A
V3(V5)/18.12PDB part dry wipe band B
V3(V5)/18.12FD full dry wipe

V3(V5)/18.12PMDA part magnetic dry wipe band A
V3(V5)/18.12PMDB part magnetic dry wipe band B
V3(V5)/18.12FMD full magnetic dry wipe

V5/18.12SM metal “letter box” mesh 
V5/18.12PGASQS part Squiggle Glass single sided band A 
V5/18.12PGBSQS part Squiggle Glass single sided band B
V5/18.12PGASQD part Squiggle Glass double sided band A 
V5/18.12PGBSQD part Squiggle Glass double sided band B

1800 1800

V3(V5)/18.18A fabric band A
V3(V5)/18.18B fabric band B

V3(V5)/18.18PGAWF part white frosted glazed band A
V3(V5)/18.18PGBWF part white frosted glazed band B
V3(V5)/18.18PDA part dry wipe band A
V3(V5)/18.18PDB part dry wipe band B
V3(V5)/18.18PMDA part magnetic dry wipe band A
V3(V5)/18.18PMDB part magnetic dry wipe band B

the information.....

free standing straight 

alternative sizes and finishes are available, please contact us.  

when ordering use V3 for 30mm thick screens and V5 for 50mm thick screens.
all part glazed/dry wipe screens come with toorail as split rail. 
please allow a minimum of 4 weeks for delivery of Squiggle Glass screens.
* XS feet are recommended for screens (not supplied as standard).
**XS feet supplied as standard on Squiggle Glass screens. 

main image shows a selection of different finishes please contact us for more details.

for accessories.....

dry wipe marker pens VMP
pins AWD

magnets VMA
pen pot AC2
pencil jar AC11

XS castor foot (pair) ** VFXS

mid toolrail (each) code

1 mid toolrail V3 V3/MTAL
1 mid toolrail V5 V5/MTAL

toolrails positioned in centre of screen unless
stated on order.
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         Dimensioned side view of View castor foot and View XS castor foot

code


